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Abstract
Nowadays, with the industrial development and the boost of industrial synthesis, current ecological issues come up as
environmental pollution and resource shortage. Therefore, in the domain of composite materials processing, it is
getting more and more favorable to use bio-based composites in place of petroleum-based ones. On the other hand,
additive manufacturing (AM) has grown as a significant trend thanks to its advantages as flexible design, rapid
prototyping and waste minimization over conventional methods. More recently, continuous fiber reinforced
composites manufactured by AM are getting attention as solutions for lightweight and multifunctional parts [1], but
the technology needs to be developed regarding the available materials.
Combining these two current aspects of consideration mentioned above, we decided to develop new formulations of
materials to additively manufacture specimens by using bio-based and functionalized composite filaments, which are
manufactured by our extrusion/coating system, then compare their mechanical properties with those done by non-biobased composites. The continuous fibers that are used in this process are natural fibers as flax and cotton/hemps fibers,
and metallic filaments as copper-based filaments for electronic applications. The polymer matrices used are PLA and
PA11 as bio-based matrices, and PP and PA66 as petroleum-based matrices. The whole processing flow chart is
exhibited in Fig. 1.

Fig 1. Flow chart of the whole manufacturing process (from extrusion/coating to additive manufacturing)

Viability of the developed filaments is characterized by: FTIR for verifying the removal of interfacial interrupting
substances in natural fibers, DSC/TGA for obtaining the thermal properties of the polymers and the fibers, capillary
rheometer for obtaining the rheological behaviors during the processing of the composites [2], tensile test for
comparing the different mechanical properties between bio-based composites and synthetic ones, and tomography for
studying the morphology of the materials and fibers, the dimensional accuracy, and the fracture phenomena.
These findings will have significant implications on the suitability of bio-based composites for additive manufacturing
as potential candidate for replacing synthetic materials and for adding multifunctionality to additively manufactured
parts.
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